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WomanFilms Documentary Hub for Women Filmmakers in Israel
Seventh cycle – 2020/2021
In 2020 the NFCT selected a new cohort of filmmakers to participate in its
WomanFilms Documentary Hub, for the development of feature
documentary films by women filmmakers. The cohort included nine
filmmakers, from diverse backgrounds, working on film projects on various
subjects such as: the relationship between women and their breasts, as seen
in the unique space of a bra shop in Jaffa; the brutal murder of Ukrainian
woman Tatiana Haikin, killed by her partner at the height of the Covid-19
lockdown; the relationship and end of business partnership of two renowned
woman chefs, who established and ran for over 20 years the Tel Aviv
restaurant Orna and Ella; an incredible story of two Ultra-Orthodox women
from Jerusalem, who bump into each other during a car accident, become
friends and then enter into a romantic relationship; the gentrification process
of Bugrashov neighborhood in Tel Aviv, as it is slowly taken over by new
immigrants from France and more.
Below is a summary of all the activities that took place during the Hub.
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First Workshop, December 20-24, 2020, Tel Aviv

Despite the pandemic, we managed to launch the seventh cycle of the WomanFilms Documentary
Hub. On Sunday, December 20, 2020, nine filmmakers gathered at Neve Schechter – the
Contemporary Jewish Culture and Arts Center in Tel Aviv.
For five intensive days, the filmmakers worked with the program's staff and three leading mentors,
all prominent filmmakers themselves: Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Jasmine Kainy. Each filmmakers was
assigned to one of the mentors, who in total accompanied three projects over the course of the
program.
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Part of the activities also took place at the French Institute in Tel Aviv, courtesy of our kind partners
there.
The filmmakers also enjoyed lectures and master-classes by prominent film professionals:
Dr. Dan Geva, a documentary filmmaker, theorist and lecturer. Dr. Geva screened clips from Israeli
and international titles, in order to discuss four different points of view documentary directors can
choose to use to tell their stories.
EMMY Award-winning filmmaker Ms. Maya Zinshtein (Forever Pure, 'Til Kingdom Come), who
discussed the director's role as a researcher of her film themes and protagonists. Ms. Zinshtein gave
examples from the very different researches she conducted for both her feature films, the different
approaches she used to find the right way to convey the narrative of her films, , the importance of
connecting with one's protagonists and how to conduct an interview.
Over the course of the workshop, we took great care in adhering to the health guidelines, however
half way through our workshop, when we were notified that the group had been exposed to a verified
Covid-19 patient, we decided to move the rest of the activities to Zoom.
From the safety of their homes, the filmmakers watched WomanFilms graduate film Wall by
filmmaker Ms. Moran Ifergan and then participated in a master-class with her, during which she
discussed the development process the project underwent in our program, the same process the
new cohort will undergo too and the production and distribution of the film.
On the workshop's final day, we held a presentations session, via Zoom, during which each filmmaker
presented her project to the entire group, in order to receive feedback from the staff, the other
mentors and our guests: NFCT Executive Director, Ms. Dorit Inbar and program supporters Ms. Anat
Kerem-Angel and Ms. Judith Stelmach, from the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung.
After the workshop, the filmmakers were given assignments to work on in the months leading up to
our second workshop.
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Neve Schechter is located in a beautiful Templar building that
has undergone preservation. It has a colorful and fascinating
history and is situated on the seam line between the Neve
Tzedek neighborhood and the Florentine neighborhood in Tel
Aviv.
The cohort enjoyed the catering services of the in-house café,
Lorentz and Mintz - a Parisian style café with a touch of the
Galilee, run by Chef Nili Cohen Mintz.
The filmmakers benefited greatly from this intense week,
dedicated entirely to their projects, away from daily chores
and family life. Immersing themselves in the dialogue created
with their personal mentors and with their peers, allowed
them to delve into their film projects and start contending
with the various challenges they will present, in a peaceful and
welcoming atmosphere.
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WomanFilms Documentary Hub for Women Filmmakers in Israel
Second Workshop, April 18-22, 2021, Tel Aviv

The second WomanFilms Documentary Hub workshop took place in mid-April 2021, at Neve
Schechter – the Contemporary Jewish Culture and Arts Center in Tel Aviv.
For five intensive days, the filmmakers worked with the program's staff and three leading mentors,
all prominent filmmakers themselves: Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Jasmine Kainy. Each filmmakers
worked with one of the mentors, in groups and in one-on-one sessions. Together, they continued to
develop their ideas, film themes, protagonists and cinematic language and started preparing
preliminary shooting days they will go on, in preparation for the final workshop, during which they
will edit film trailers.
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The filmmakers also enjoyed lectures and master-classes by prominent film professionals:
Dr. Dan Geva, a documentary filmmaker, theorist and lecturer. Dr. Geva screened clips from Israeli
and international titles, focusing on scenes that hold within them the essence of the entire narrative.
He also discussed various directing approaches and the choices these directors made in order to
create their film narratives.
Documentary director and producer Tal Barda, who told the filmmakers about her path to becoming
a filmmaker, focusing on production issues, including how to create a winning application for
fundraising purposes.
Documentary filmmaker, cinematographer and artist, Ohad Milstein, who shared his vision and
approach to documentary filmmaking. Milstein showed the participants various clips from his and
other artists' creations, portraying a wide range of cinematographic approaches and techniques,
different points of view and the advantages of sometimes working on one's own, without a big crew.
We opened the workshop with a festive dinner (also celebrating the ease of some of the Covid
restrictions and the fact that we could all sit together in a restaurant), at a local Italian place in Neve
Tzedek.
On the workshop's final day, we held a presentations session, during which each filmmaker presented
her project to the entire group, in order to receive feedback from the staff, the other mentors and
our guests: NFCT Executive Director, Ms. Dorit Inbar and program supporters Ms. Anat Kerem-Angel
and Ms. Judith Stelmach and Ms. Rinat Gimpel, from the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung.
After the presentations, the filmmakers were given assignments to work on in the coming months
leading up to our third and final workshop.
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WomanFilms Documentary Hub
Third Workshop, June 13-17, 2021 and Final Pitching Event July 1, 2021 in Docaviv

The third and final workshop of the WomanFilms Documentary Hub, took place in June 2021, at Edit
Post-Production Studios in Tel-Aviv, considered the best post-production studios in the country.
The focus of the workshop was to work on the film trailers of the participants' projects, to be
presented at the pitching forum that concludes the program cycle. For five intensive days the
filmmakers worked with leading film editors: Aliza Esquira, Itamar Alcalay, Ayala Bengad, Yoav
Gurfinkel and Ori Derdikman. The program staff and three mentors, Vidi Bilu, Noit Geva and Jasmine
Kainy, continued to monitor and support the participants' progress and helped them and their editors
create high-quality film trailers. On the workshop's third day, the filmmakers participated in a
pitching workshop, led by renowned Israeli producer Liran Atzmor (Presenting Princess Shaw, The
Law in These Parts), who guided the filmmakers on how to improve their pitching and presentation
skills and provided feedback on their trailer cuts. Following this workshop, the participants went back
to the editing rooms to create the final version and then worked on the trailers' sound with leading
sound designer Rotem Dror.
We are very pleased to report that this year, the pitching event took place in collaboration with the
Docaviv International Film Festival and was the first event to open the festival on Thursday, July 1,
2021. The festival this year featured premieres of 19 NFCT-supported films, including 11 out of 13
films in the main competition. All prizes in this competition went to NFCT films, including the Best
Debut Film Award to a WomanFilms graduate – How to Say Silence by Shir Newman!
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Luckily, we were able to hold a live event, during which the filmmakers presented the fruits of their
labor, in front of an audience made up of NFCT partners and supports, producers and other guests
and received feedback from a panel made up of Israeli commissioning editors and other industry
professionals:
Mr. Guy Lavie (Yes Docu), Ms. Dorit Hessel (Hot 8), Ms. Gili Gaon (Kan – the Israeli Public TV), Mr.
Oren Gazit (Reshet, Channel 13), Ms. Galia Bador (Director of Docaviv IFF), Mr. Ron Goldman (NFCT
Artistic Director) and Ms. Maya Lahat Kerman (content editor and lecturer).
The event was moderated by NFCT Executive Director Ms. Dorit Inbar.
The projects raised a lot of interest and the panel provided very useful feedback. After the event, the
commissioning editors approached the Program Director to request the contact details of a few of
the filmmakers and they have been invited to preliminary meetings to discuss funding opportunities.
Some of the filmmakers were also approached by producers in the audience, interested in pursuing
partnerships and producing their films.
The cohort and team met right after the event for a concluding session. The filmmakers discussed
the immense impact the program had not only on their projects, but on their lives. The cohort
members formed close ties and will help each other to continue work on their projects.
Thanks to the generous contribution of our partners at EMID - Matanel - an organization that works
to advance a multi-cultural dialogue within Israeli society – each of the graduates will receive a
development grant, to be used to further develop her film project and prepare strong applications to
potential financiers.
The NFCT will continue to assist them along the way.
We would like to extend our gratitude to our partners and supporters, without whom this program
would not be able to exist and wish all the filmmakers much luck as they continue to work on their
films.
WomanFilms Staff, the NFCT

